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CELL COUNTING AND SIZING ANALYZERS
Multisizer 4e Coulter Counter

Count on it to solve most 
cell-sizing challenges 

Vi-CELL XR Cell Viability Analyzer

Vi-CELL MetaFLEX Analyzer
Fast, reliable bioanalyte analysis

Vi-CELL BLU Cell 
Viability Analyzer

Automated platform. 
Accelerated results.

Delivering INNOVATIVE and trusted scientific solutions across the globe

CELL COUNTING, SIZING AND VIABILITY*

Advancing science in ways that truly count
It’s difficult to oversell the importance of cell counting, sizing and analyzing.

Whether it’s for immediate therapy decisions or ongoing research to discover the 
next medical breakthrough, accuracy and precision at the cellular level are critical.

That’s one of many reasons why so many researchers and investigators count on 
us for the instruments they need to accurately assess cells of varying kinds.

Like them, we obsess over small things. Because small things can lead to big 
discoveries.

The current portfolio of cell counting and sizing solutions provided by 
Beckman Coulter Life Sciences includes: 

Multisizer 4e* Coulter Counter

The ideal research instrument for cell biology in 
any study involving cell size—from bacteria to 
adipose—the Multisizer 4e:

• Provides high resolution and accuracy over a 
range of 0.2 μm – 1,600 μm

• Features a digital pulse processor that enables 
static size measurements and dynamic size 
measurements in real time

• Supports 21 CFR Part 11 requirements

• Offers an optional validation package 
(V-Check) 

Vi-CELL BLU* Cell Viability Analyzer
Perfect for fast, large- to small-scale cell viability/
counting applications in medical, biopharma 
and academic fields, Vi-CELL BLU automates 
the trypan blue dye exclusion method for cell 
viability. The latest generation of the widely used 
Vi-CELL XR analyzer, the Vi-CELL BLU provides: 

• < 130-second testing of samples as small as 
200 μL

• Optional FAST mode for sample analysis in      
< 90 seconds and samples as small as 170 μL

• 24-position carousel for on-the-fly sample 
loading 

• 96-well plate compatibility
• Strong instrument-to-instrument comparability
• Built-in PC (Win 10 OS) with touchscreen monitor 
• Setting options for enabling 21 CFR Part 11 compliance 

Vi-CELL XR* Cell Viability Analyzer

With its smart technology, this instrument 
intelligently distinguishes between viable 
and non-viable cells for a wide range of cell 
types—from CHO, yeast and hybridoma to 
your own specific cell line(s). In addition, the 
Vi-CELL XR analyzer:

• Provides objective percentage viability 
measurements in minutes

• Reports cell concentration, circularity and 
size distribution

• Automates the manual trypan blue cell viability assay

• Provides real-time cellular imaging

• Supports 21 CFR Part 11 requirements

Vi-CELL MetaFLEX* Analyzer**

Ideal for micro- to large-scale cell culture 
applications for R&D, QC and manufacturing, 
the Vi-CELL MetaFLEX is designed for fast, 
accurate bioanalyte analysis. An intelligent 
complement to Vi-CELL BLU and XR analyzers, 
this instrument will help you keep your test cell 
cultures in balance, viable and growing.

• Measures pH, pO2, PCO2, glucose, lactate, 
electrolytes and metabolites

• Requires samples of only 65 μL

• Provides accurate results in 35 seconds 

• Features a surprisingly small footprint 

Visit beckman.com to find out more about our solutions for 
cell counting, sizing and viability.

For Research Use Only. Not for diagnostic purposes.
CLASS 1 LASER PRODUCT. The Vi-CELL MetaFLEX ANALYZER and reagents are not intended or validated for 
use in the diagnosis of disease or other conditions.

*
**
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Vi-CELL BLU* Cell Viability Analyzer

Perfect for fast, large- to small-scale cell viability/ counting 
applications in medical, biopharma and academic fields, Vi-CELL BLU 
automates the trypan blue dye exclusion method for cell viability.  
The latest generation of the widely used.  
Vi-CELL XR analyzer, the Vi-CELL BLU provides:

• < 130-second testing of samples as small as 200 μL

• Optional FAST mode for sample analysis in < 90 seconds and 
samples as small as 170 μL

• 24-position carousel for on-the-fly sample loading

• 96-well plate compatibility

• Strong instrument-to-instrument comparability

• Measurement range of 2-60 microns

• Built-in PC (Win 10 OS) with touchscreen monitor

• Setting options for enabling 21 CFR Part 11 compliance

Vi-CELL BLU Cell Viability Analyzer
Automated platform, accelerated results

Multisizer 4e Coulter Counter
Count on it to solve most 

cell-sizing challenges 

Vi-CELL XR Cell Viability Analyzer

Vi-CELL MetaFLEX Analyzer
Fast, reliable bioanalyte analysis

Vi-CELL BLU Cell 
Viability Analyzer

Automated platform. 
Accelerated results.

Delivering INNOVATIVE and trusted scientific solutions across the globe

CELL COUNTING, SIZING AND VIABILITY*

Advancing science in ways that truly count
It’s difficult to oversell the importance of cell counting, sizing and analyzing.

Whether it’s for immediate therapy decisions or ongoing research to discover the 
next medical breakthrough, accuracy and precision at the cellular level are critical.

That’s one of many reasons why so many researchers and investigators count on 
us for the instruments they need to accurately assess cells of varying kinds.

Like them, we obsess over small things. Because small things can lead to big 
discoveries.

The current portfolio of cell counting and sizing solutions provided by 
Beckman Coulter Life Sciences includes: 

Multisizer 4e* Coulter Counter

The ideal research instrument for cell biology in 
any study involving cell size—from bacteria to 
adipose—the Multisizer 4e:

• Provides high resolution and accuracy over a 
range of 0.2 μm – 1,600 μm

• Features a digital pulse processor that enables 
static size measurements and dynamic size 
measurements in real time

• Supports 21 CFR Part 11 requirements

• Offers an optional validation package 
(V-Check) 

Vi-CELL BLU* Cell Viability Analyzer
Perfect for fast, large- to small-scale cell viability/
counting applications in medical, biopharma 
and academic fields, Vi-CELL BLU automates 
the trypan blue dye exclusion method for cell 
viability. The latest generation of the widely used 
Vi-CELL XR analyzer, the Vi-CELL BLU provides: 

• < 130-second testing of samples as small as 
200 μL

• Optional FAST mode for sample analysis in      
< 90 seconds and samples as small as 170 μL

• 24-position carousel for on-the-fly sample 
loading 

• 96-well plate compatibility
• Strong instrument-to-instrument comparability
• Built-in PC (Win 10 OS) with touchscreen monitor 
• Setting options for enabling 21 CFR Part 11 compliance 

Vi-CELL XR* Cell Viability Analyzer

With its smart technology, this instrument 
intelligently distinguishes between viable 
and non-viable cells for a wide range of cell 
types—from CHO, yeast and hybridoma to 
your own specific cell line(s). In addition, the 
Vi-CELL XR analyzer:

• Provides objective percentage viability 
measurements in minutes

• Reports cell concentration, circularity and 
size distribution

• Automates the manual trypan blue cell viability assay

• Provides real-time cellular imaging

• Supports 21 CFR Part 11 requirements

Vi-CELL MetaFLEX* Analyzer**

Ideal for micro- to large-scale cell culture 
applications for R&D, QC and manufacturing, 
the Vi-CELL MetaFLEX is designed for fast, 
accurate bioanalyte analysis. An intelligent 
complement to Vi-CELL BLU and XR analyzers, 
this instrument will help you keep your test cell 
cultures in balance, viable and growing.

• Measures pH, pO2, PCO2, glucose, lactate, 
electrolytes and metabolites

• Requires samples of only 65 μL

• Provides accurate results in 35 seconds 

• Features a surprisingly small footprint 

Visit beckman.com to find out more about our solutions for 
cell counting, sizing and viability.

For Research Use Only. Not for diagnostic purposes.
CLASS 1 LASER PRODUCT. The Vi-CELL MetaFLEX ANALYZER and reagents are not intended or validated for 
use in the diagnosis of disease or other conditions.

*
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Vi-CELL XR Cell Viability Analyzer

With its smart technology, this instrument intelligently distinguishes 
between viable and non-viable cells for a wide range of cell types—
from CHO, yeast and hybridoma to your own specific cell line(s). In 
addition, the Vi-CELL XR analyzer:

• Provides objective percentage viability measurements in minutes

• Reports cell concentration, circularity and size distribution

• Automates the manual trypan blue cell viability assay

• Provides real-time cellular imaging

• Supports 21 CFR Part 11 requirements Vi-CELL XR Cell Viability Analyzer
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PARTICLE CHARACTERIZATION ANALYZERS
Advancing science and industry in uncharacteristic ways
In the field of particle characterization, we’re not a typical manufacturer.
We actually share a name with a principle that drives particle characterization technology (i.e., the Coulter 
principle). So it’s not surprising we’re a leader in delivering that technology to the market.
In addition to said principle (a.k.a. electrical sensing zone method), particle characterization provides 
important data about particle properties via Enhanced laser diffraction and Polarization Intensity 
Differential Scattering (PIDS). 
As experts on all these principles, we’re a trusted resource for instruments that deliver valuable particle 
characterization data to researchers, scientists and engineers in a wide variety of industries around the world.

The current portfolio of particle characterization solutions  
provided by Beckman Coulter Life Sciences includes:
Multisizer 4e COULTER COUNTER
This versatile sizing and counting analyzer can evaluate a 
particle range of 0.2 μm to 1,600 μm. Its high resolution and 
accuracy make it an ideal R&D tool for industrial and biological 
applications alike. Because it relies on the Coulter principle, the 
Multisizer 4e can measure particles regardless of their optical, 
electrical or any other properties. Using the Coulter principle, 
the Multisizer 4e provides one measurement that includes:
• Number
• Volume
• Mass
• Surface area size distributions
A digital pulse processor enables real-time dynamic size measurements over the duration of your analysis.

Delivering INNOVATIVE and trusted scientific solutions across the globe

Visit beckman.com to learn more about our nucleic acid 
and next-generation sequencing sample prep solutions. 

Purification & Clean-up Kits 

• Agencourt AMPure XP – a gold standard in the industry
- Removal of primers, unincorporated dNTPs, primer dimers, salts and other 
contaminants

• Agencourt CleanSEQ - Removal of Big Dye terminator and sequencing reaction 
contaminants

• Agencourt RNAClean XP - Post-reaction cDNA and cRNA clean-up 

• Agencourt SPRIselect - Fragment size selection for NGS library construction

Supported Applications

• Next-Generation Sequencing 

• PCR/qPC/ddPCR

• Sanger Sequencing 

• Enzymatic post-reaction cleanups

For maximum flexibility, you can use our chemistries with manual methods and/or automated methods on 
Biomek liquid handlers.

Multisizer 4e COULTER COUNTER
Count on it to solve most particle-

sizing challenges

PARTICLE CHARACTERIZATION 

Advancing science and industry in uncharacteristic ways
In the field of particle characterization, we’re not a typical manufacturer.

We actually share a name with a principle that drives particle characterization 
technology (i.e., the Coulter principle). So it’s not surprising we’re a leader in 
delivering that technology to the market.

In addition to said principle (a.k.a. electrical sensing zone method), particle 
characterization provides important data about particle properties via: 

• Enhanced laser diffraction

• Polarization intensity differential scattering (PIDS)

• Photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS)

• Electrophoretic light scattering

• BET surface area analysis

As experts on all these principles, we’re a trusted resource for instruments that 
deliver valuable particle characterization data to researchers, scientists and 
engineers in a wide variety of industries around the world.

The current portfolio of particle characterization solutions provided by 
Beckman Coulter Life Sciences includes:

Multisizer 4e§ COULTER COUNTER

This versatile sizing and counting analyzer can 
evaluate a particle range of 0.2 μm to 1,600 
μm. Its high resolution and accuracy make it 
an ideal R&D tool for industrial and biological 
applications alike.

Using the Coulter principle, the Multisizer 4e 
provides one measurement that includes:

A digital pulse processor enables real-time 
dynamic size measurements over the duration of 
your analysis. 

• Number

• Volume
• Mass

• Surface area size distributions

For research use only. Not for use in diagnostic procedures.§
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Multisizer 4e COULTER COUNTER
Count on it to solve most 
particlesizing challenge

LS 13 320 XR Particle Size Analyzer

The LS 13 320 XR boosts laser diffraction particle size analysis to the next level, with 132 detectors 
providing higher resolution and more accurate, reproducible results.

• Expanded dynamic range provides real (not extrapolated) data 
down to 10 nm, and highresolution measurements up to 3,500 μm

• Polarization Intensity Differential Scattering (PIDS) technology 
enables more precise raw data detection and increased detector 
sensitivity for sub-micron particle size analysis

• Intuitive software helps streamline workflows and requires only  
2 clicks from Start Measurement to result

• Supports 21 CFR Part 11 complianceA digital pulse processor 
enables real-time dynamic size measurements over the duration  
of your analysis.

• Compatible with both a dry and wet dispersion modules

Delivering INNOVATIVE and trusted scientific solutions across the globe

LS 13 320
Laser diffraction particle 

size analyzer 

Visit beckman.com to find out more about our particle solutions.

LS 13 320 XR Particle Size Analyzer

The LS 13 320 XR boosts laser diffraction particle size analysis to the next level, 
with 132 detectors providing higher resolution and more accurate, reproducible 
results.

• Expanded dynamic range provides real (not 
extrapolated) data down to 10 nm, and high-
resolution measurements up to 3,000 μm 

• Polarization Intensity Differential Scattering 
(PIDS) technology enables more precise 
raw data detection and increased detector 
sensitivity for sub-micron particle size 
analysis

• Intuitive software helps streamline workflows 
and requires only 2 clicks from Start 
Measurement to result

• Supports 21 CFR Part 11 compliance

LS 13 320*

The easy-to-use LS 13 320 Series was designed to be fully compliant with 
ISO 13320-1, which covers particle sizing by laser 
diffraction. 

• Combines up to 4 wavelengths of light, PIDS 
technology and powerful sample dispersion 
features to deliver high resolution and accuracy

• Measures particles from 0.017 μm to 2,000 μm in 
size

• Supports 21 CFR Part 11 compliance

LS 13 320 XR Particle 
Size Analyzer

Differences you can measure 

MET ONE HHPC 6+ Air 
Particle Counter

MET ONE 3400
Designed for cleanroom applications

MET ONE 7000 Air 
Particle Counter 

PARTICLE COUNTING
Advancing science and industry in a number of particular ways
Because many of our customers focus on the world at the cellular or molecular 
level, it makes sense to offer them the leading technology for particle counting.

MET ONE and HIAC air and liquid particle counters have been recognized as 
the gold standard since 1976.

Today, they continue to be used across the globe to help ensure unsurpassed 
quality and safety in diverse applications—from pharmaceutical and electronic 
manufacturing to oil and gas production and aerospace research. 

The current portfolio of particle counting solutions provided by 
Beckman Coulter Life Sciences includes:

Air Particle Counting

Portable Air Particle Counters

MET ONE air particle counters are industry leaders 
in ensuring compliance with ISO 14644 cleanroom 
monitoring applications. 

The MET ONE 3400 air particle counter is uniquely 
designed for:

• Aseptic fill

• Environmental monitoring

• Cleanroom validation

Handheld Air Particle Counters

With the MET ONE HHPC+ series, you can 
spend less time in the cleanroom and more time 
reviewing results. 

These affordable handheld airborne particle 
counters simplify routine monitoring of controlled 
environments, and feature easy plug-and-play 
data transfer via USB memory stick and Ethernet.

Remote Air Particle Counters

MET ONE cleanroom monitoring solutions 
represent state-of-the-art particle counting 
technology for aseptic fill drug production in the 
life sciences industry. 

The MET ONE 6000, 6000P and 7000 air particle 
counters ensure compliance with ISO 14644 and 
provide robust particle counting and seamless, 
open-architecture data management for all 21 CFR Part 11    
life sciences cleanroom environments.

* Not available in all countries.

30 31

LS 13 320 XR Particle Size Analyzer
Differences you can measure
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AIR PARTICLE COUNTERS

Cleanroom Monitoring

6  |

Parenteral/injectable drugs must be manufactured in 
a controlled environment according to EU GMP Annex 
1 and CGMP where particulate levels in the air are 
controlled.

Routine environmental SOP parameters can be pre-programmed into the 
instrument and automated for testing to: 

• EU GMP Annex 1 Manufacture of Sterile Medicinal Products

• CGMP Sterile Drug Products Produced by Aseptic Processing — 
Current Good Manufacturing Practice

• ISO 14644-1 Cleanrooms and associated controlled environments 
Part 1: Classification of air cleanliness by particle concentration

• ISO 14644-2 Cleanrooms and associated controlled environments

The MET ONE 3400+ can help reduce the complexity of cleanroom 
environmental monitoring programs and help you achieve your goal  
of meeting the 21CFR part 11 ALCOA data integrity requirements.  
User names and passwords are controlled by your site IT team using 
Microsoft Active Directory and your routine environmental monitoring 
sampling SOP and maps are loaded into the counter, and version 
controlled by the administrator.

Facility Monitoring Systems (FMS)
Particle monitoring for GMP compliant pharmaceutical 
manufacturing

• Particle size and concentration monitoring compliant with EU GMP 
Annex 1 and FDA 21 CFR Part 11

• Built in Audit Logging

• Custom reports to record results

• IQ/OQ documentation for simple validation

• Small scale, rapidly deployed pre-packaged software and hardware 
for isolators and small production line

• Batch workflow system for one or more production lines with 
several monitoring points

• Custom workflow optimized solutions for monitoring complex 
production methods across several production lines

The MET ONE FMS Systems can incorporate the MET ONE 3400, MET 
ONE 6000, MET ONE 6000P, MET ONE 7000, and the MET ONE 
Manifold particle counting system.

Use MET ONE FMS Systems for continuous and routine  
environmental monitoring. 

Handheld Air Particle Counters

With the MET ONE HHPC+ series, you can spend less time in the 
cleanroom and more time reviewing results.

These affordable handheld airborne particle counters simplify 
routine monitoring of controlled environments, and feature easy 
plug-and-play data transfer via USB memory stick and Ethernet.

Portable Air Particle Counters

MET ONE 3400+ Series Portable Airborne Particle Counter allows users 
to load their routine environmental monitoring SOP sampling map 
and sampling configuration for each location directly into the counter, 
so that the SOP becomes an interactive sampling map directly on the 
counter screen to guide users doing daily sampling. This helps reduce 
training requirements and sampling data errors/omissions.

Accessed remotely via a web browser, features such as review/
approve workflow, SOP version control and electronic record export 
are all in the counter – there’s no external software needed. Secure 
on-board searchable/filterable Audit Trail provides fast reporting 
during audits combined with Microsoft Active Directory for User 
Name and Password control for log-on and electronic signatures to 
support 21 CFR Part 11 compliance.

Remote Air Particle Counters

MET ONE cleanroom monitoring solutions represent state-of-the-
art particle counting technology for aseptic fill drug production in 
the life sciences industry.

The MET ONE 6000, 6000P and 7000 air particle counters ensure 
compliance with ISO 14644 and provide robust particle counting 
and seamless, open-architecture data management for all 21 CFR 
Part 11 life sciences cleanroom environments.

Delivering INNOVATIVE and trusted scientific solutions across the globe

LS 13 320
Laser diffraction particle 

size analyzer 

Visit beckman.com to find out more about our particle solutions.

LS 13 320 XR Particle Size Analyzer

The LS 13 320 XR boosts laser diffraction particle size analysis to the next level, 
with 132 detectors providing higher resolution and more accurate, reproducible 
results.

• Expanded dynamic range provides real (not 
extrapolated) data down to 10 nm, and high-
resolution measurements up to 3,000 μm 

• Polarization Intensity Differential Scattering 
(PIDS) technology enables more precise 
raw data detection and increased detector 
sensitivity for sub-micron particle size 
analysis

• Intuitive software helps streamline workflows 
and requires only 2 clicks from Start 
Measurement to result

• Supports 21 CFR Part 11 compliance

LS 13 320*

The easy-to-use LS 13 320 Series was designed to be fully compliant with 
ISO 13320-1, which covers particle sizing by laser 
diffraction. 

• Combines up to 4 wavelengths of light, PIDS 
technology and powerful sample dispersion 
features to deliver high resolution and accuracy

• Measures particles from 0.017 μm to 2,000 μm in 
size

• Supports 21 CFR Part 11 compliance

LS 13 320 XR Particle 
Size Analyzer

Differences you can measure 

MET ONE HHPC 6+ Air 
Particle Counter

MET ONE 3400
Designed for cleanroom applications

MET ONE 7000 Air 
Particle Counter 

PARTICLE COUNTING
Advancing science and industry in a number of particular ways
Because many of our customers focus on the world at the cellular or molecular 
level, it makes sense to offer them the leading technology for particle counting.

MET ONE and HIAC air and liquid particle counters have been recognized as 
the gold standard since 1976.

Today, they continue to be used across the globe to help ensure unsurpassed 
quality and safety in diverse applications—from pharmaceutical and electronic 
manufacturing to oil and gas production and aerospace research. 

The current portfolio of particle counting solutions provided by 
Beckman Coulter Life Sciences includes:

Air Particle Counting

Portable Air Particle Counters

MET ONE air particle counters are industry leaders 
in ensuring compliance with ISO 14644 cleanroom 
monitoring applications. 

The MET ONE 3400 air particle counter is uniquely 
designed for:

• Aseptic fill

• Environmental monitoring

• Cleanroom validation

Handheld Air Particle Counters

With the MET ONE HHPC+ series, you can 
spend less time in the cleanroom and more time 
reviewing results. 

These affordable handheld airborne particle 
counters simplify routine monitoring of controlled 
environments, and feature easy plug-and-play 
data transfer via USB memory stick and Ethernet.

Remote Air Particle Counters

MET ONE cleanroom monitoring solutions 
represent state-of-the-art particle counting 
technology for aseptic fill drug production in the 
life sciences industry. 

The MET ONE 6000, 6000P and 7000 air particle 
counters ensure compliance with ISO 14644 and 
provide robust particle counting and seamless, 
open-architecture data management for all 21 CFR Part 11    
life sciences cleanroom environments.

* Not available in all countries.
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Delivering INNOVATIVE and trusted scientific solutions across the globe

LS 13 320
Laser diffraction particle 

size analyzer 

Visit beckman.com to find out more about our particle solutions.

LS 13 320 XR Particle Size Analyzer

The LS 13 320 XR boosts laser diffraction particle size analysis to the next level, 
with 132 detectors providing higher resolution and more accurate, reproducible 
results.

• Expanded dynamic range provides real (not 
extrapolated) data down to 10 nm, and high-
resolution measurements up to 3,000 μm 

• Polarization Intensity Differential Scattering 
(PIDS) technology enables more precise 
raw data detection and increased detector 
sensitivity for sub-micron particle size 
analysis

• Intuitive software helps streamline workflows 
and requires only 2 clicks from Start 
Measurement to result

• Supports 21 CFR Part 11 compliance

LS 13 320*

The easy-to-use LS 13 320 Series was designed to be fully compliant with 
ISO 13320-1, which covers particle sizing by laser 
diffraction. 

• Combines up to 4 wavelengths of light, PIDS 
technology and powerful sample dispersion 
features to deliver high resolution and accuracy

• Measures particles from 0.017 μm to 2,000 μm in 
size

• Supports 21 CFR Part 11 compliance

LS 13 320 XR Particle 
Size Analyzer

Differences you can measure 

MET ONE HHPC 6+ Air 
Particle Counter

MET ONE 3400
Designed for cleanroom applications

MET ONE 7000 Air 
Particle Counter 

PARTICLE COUNTING
Advancing science and industry in a number of particular ways
Because many of our customers focus on the world at the cellular or molecular 
level, it makes sense to offer them the leading technology for particle counting.

MET ONE and HIAC air and liquid particle counters have been recognized as 
the gold standard since 1976.

Today, they continue to be used across the globe to help ensure unsurpassed 
quality and safety in diverse applications—from pharmaceutical and electronic 
manufacturing to oil and gas production and aerospace research. 

The current portfolio of particle counting solutions provided by 
Beckman Coulter Life Sciences includes:

Air Particle Counting

Portable Air Particle Counters

MET ONE air particle counters are industry leaders 
in ensuring compliance with ISO 14644 cleanroom 
monitoring applications. 

The MET ONE 3400 air particle counter is uniquely 
designed for:

• Aseptic fill

• Environmental monitoring

• Cleanroom validation

Handheld Air Particle Counters

With the MET ONE HHPC+ series, you can 
spend less time in the cleanroom and more time 
reviewing results. 

These affordable handheld airborne particle 
counters simplify routine monitoring of controlled 
environments, and feature easy plug-and-play 
data transfer via USB memory stick and Ethernet.

Remote Air Particle Counters

MET ONE cleanroom monitoring solutions 
represent state-of-the-art particle counting 
technology for aseptic fill drug production in the 
life sciences industry. 

The MET ONE 6000, 6000P and 7000 air particle 
counters ensure compliance with ISO 14644 and 
provide robust particle counting and seamless, 
open-architecture data management for all 21 CFR Part 11    
life sciences cleanroom environments.

* Not available in all countries.

30 31

MET ONE HHPC 6+ Air
Particle Counter

MET ONE +3400

MET ONE 7000 Air
Particle Counter
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QbD1200
High performance, low 

cost of ownership

PAT700
An ideal choice for on-line 

TOC release

Delivering INNOVATIVE and trusted scientific solutions across the globe

HIAC 9703+ 
Easy. Accurate. Secure.

HIAC 8011+ 
A benchmark for industrial 

liquid particle counting 

HIAC PODS+
Rugged portable instrument to 

analyze liquid contamination

Liquid Particle Counting

HIAC 9703+ Liquid Particle Counters

• Are highly configurable and easy to use

• Lead the field in Pharmaceutical USP <788> QC and 
research applications 

• Simplify data management and ensure security for 21 
CFR Part 11 environments via PharmSpec software

HIAC 8011+ Liquid Particle Counting System:

• Represents the benchmark in industrial liquid
particle counting

• Features 1-button sampling that yields results 
in < 60 seconds

• Includes a sample-management system 
that ensures consistent, accurate data and 
can test fluids from 1 cSt to 425 cSt without 
dilution  

On-Line Liquid Particle Counters

HIAC ROC Remote Particle Counters:

• Serve a wide range of oil analysis and mobile 
applications, multi-point system monitoring and 
point-of-use applications

• Are constructed for harsh environments

• Excel in high-pressure and high-temperature 
applications

• Require carefree maintenance 

Portable Liquid Particle Counters

HIAC PODS+ Liquid Particle Counter: 

• Saves operator time with custom sample recipes and 
< 60-second test runs

• Enables 1-button testing, no training required

• Features multi-liquid testing capability (fuels, 
petroleums, water and glycols)

• Detects moisture in petroleum-based fluids

TOC Analyzers

QbD1200 TOC Analyzer 

Designed to make testing easier, reproducible and 
accurate, the QbD1200 TOC analyzer delivers high 
performance at a low cost of ownership by using 
one reagent for the test and requiring only one 
annual service call. 

• Designed for use in 21 CFR Part 11 lab 
environments

• Eliminates dependency on lengthy overnight 
routines that can fail

• Calibrates in only 90 minutes

• Complies with requirements from all global pharmacopeias

• Provides paperless reporting to a central server

PAT700 TOC Analyzer

• Fully oxidizes each sample for the most accurate 
TOC result that follows EP2.2.44 guidelines

• Complies with requirements from all global 
pharmacopeias 

• Ensures production uptime with main and standby 
dual UV lamp design

• Can be installed on-line and run up to 4 grab 
samples offline

Visit beckman.com to find out more about our particle solutions.

HIAC ROC Remote On-line Counter
Simple, trouble-free and affordable

32 33

QbD1200
High performance, low 

cost of ownership

PAT700
An ideal choice for on-line 

TOC release

Delivering INNOVATIVE and trusted scientific solutions across the globe

HIAC 9703+ 
Easy. Accurate. Secure.

HIAC 8011+ 
A benchmark for industrial 

liquid particle counting 

HIAC PODS+
Rugged portable instrument to 

analyze liquid contamination

Liquid Particle Counting

HIAC 9703+ Liquid Particle Counters

• Are highly configurable and easy to use

• Lead the field in Pharmaceutical USP <788> QC and 
research applications 

• Simplify data management and ensure security for 21 
CFR Part 11 environments via PharmSpec software

HIAC 8011+ Liquid Particle Counting System:

• Represents the benchmark in industrial liquid
particle counting

• Features 1-button sampling that yields results 
in < 60 seconds

• Includes a sample-management system 
that ensures consistent, accurate data and 
can test fluids from 1 cSt to 425 cSt without 
dilution  

On-Line Liquid Particle Counters

HIAC ROC Remote Particle Counters:

• Serve a wide range of oil analysis and mobile 
applications, multi-point system monitoring and 
point-of-use applications

• Are constructed for harsh environments

• Excel in high-pressure and high-temperature 
applications

• Require carefree maintenance 

Portable Liquid Particle Counters

HIAC PODS+ Liquid Particle Counter: 

• Saves operator time with custom sample recipes and 
< 60-second test runs

• Enables 1-button testing, no training required

• Features multi-liquid testing capability (fuels, 
petroleums, water and glycols)

• Detects moisture in petroleum-based fluids

TOC Analyzers

QbD1200 TOC Analyzer 

Designed to make testing easier, reproducible and 
accurate, the QbD1200 TOC analyzer delivers high 
performance at a low cost of ownership by using 
one reagent for the test and requiring only one 
annual service call. 

• Designed for use in 21 CFR Part 11 lab 
environments

• Eliminates dependency on lengthy overnight 
routines that can fail

• Calibrates in only 90 minutes

• Complies with requirements from all global pharmacopeias

• Provides paperless reporting to a central server

PAT700 TOC Analyzer

• Fully oxidizes each sample for the most accurate 
TOC result that follows EP2.2.44 guidelines

• Complies with requirements from all global 
pharmacopeias 

• Ensures production uptime with main and standby 
dual UV lamp design

• Can be installed on-line and run up to 4 grab 
samples offline

Visit beckman.com to find out more about our particle solutions.

HIAC ROC Remote On-line Counter
Simple, trouble-free and affordable
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HIAC 9703+ Liquid Particle Counters

• Are highly configurable and easy to use

• Licensed software modules available to automate pass/fail 
compendial reporting: 
- USP<787>
- USP<788>  
- EP 2.9.19 
- JP 11 
- JP 24 
- KP 52

• Simplify data management and ensure security for 21 CFR Part 11 
environments via PharmSpec software

• Available Small vial clamp , low tare volume sample probe

• Warning system prevents unnecessary disqualification of products

HIAC 9703+
Easy. Accurate. Secure.

HIAC 8011+
A benchmark for industrial

liquid particle counting

LIQUID PARTICLE COUNTING

HIAC 8011+ Liquid Particle Counting System:

• Represents the benchmark in industrial liquid particle counting

• Size analysis range 0.5 μm to 600 μm.

• Features 1-button sampling that yields results in < 60 seconds

• Includes a sample-management system that ensures 
consistent, accurate data

• Can test fluids from 1 cSt to 425 cSt without dilution

• Integrated Vacuum/Degas function 

• Sensor contamination alarms the operator prior to 
measurement.
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A benchmark for industrial 

liquid particle counting 
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Liquid Particle Counting

HIAC 9703+ Liquid Particle Counters

• Are highly configurable and easy to use

• Lead the field in Pharmaceutical USP <788> QC and 
research applications 

• Simplify data management and ensure security for 21 
CFR Part 11 environments via PharmSpec software

HIAC 8011+ Liquid Particle Counting System:

• Represents the benchmark in industrial liquid
particle counting

• Features 1-button sampling that yields results 
in < 60 seconds

• Includes a sample-management system 
that ensures consistent, accurate data and 
can test fluids from 1 cSt to 425 cSt without 
dilution  

On-Line Liquid Particle Counters

HIAC ROC Remote Particle Counters:

• Serve a wide range of oil analysis and mobile 
applications, multi-point system monitoring and 
point-of-use applications

• Are constructed for harsh environments

• Excel in high-pressure and high-temperature 
applications

• Require carefree maintenance 

Portable Liquid Particle Counters

HIAC PODS+ Liquid Particle Counter: 

• Saves operator time with custom sample recipes and 
< 60-second test runs

• Enables 1-button testing, no training required

• Features multi-liquid testing capability (fuels, 
petroleums, water and glycols)

• Detects moisture in petroleum-based fluids

TOC Analyzers

QbD1200 TOC Analyzer 

Designed to make testing easier, reproducible and 
accurate, the QbD1200 TOC analyzer delivers high 
performance at a low cost of ownership by using 
one reagent for the test and requiring only one 
annual service call. 

• Designed for use in 21 CFR Part 11 lab 
environments

• Eliminates dependency on lengthy overnight 
routines that can fail

• Calibrates in only 90 minutes

• Complies with requirements from all global pharmacopeias

• Provides paperless reporting to a central server

PAT700 TOC Analyzer

• Fully oxidizes each sample for the most accurate 
TOC result that follows EP2.2.44 guidelines

• Complies with requirements from all global 
pharmacopeias 

• Ensures production uptime with main and standby 
dual UV lamp design

• Can be installed on-line and run up to 4 grab 
samples offline

Visit beckman.com to find out more about our particle solutions.

HIAC ROC Remote On-line Counter
Simple, trouble-free and affordable
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ANATEL PAT700 TOC Analyzer

• Thanks to the dynamic end-point detection technolog,  
fully oxidizes each sample for the most accurate TOC  
result that follows EP2.2.44 guidelines

• Complies with requirements from all global pharmacopeias

• Ensures production uptime with main and standby dual UV 
lamp design

• Can be installed on-line and run up to 4 grab samples offline
PAT700

An ideal choice for on-line
TOC release

TOC ANALYZERS

QbD1200
High performance, low 

cost of ownership

PAT700
An ideal choice for on-line 

TOC release

Delivering INNOVATIVE and trusted scientific solutions across the globe

HIAC 9703+ 
Easy. Accurate. Secure.

HIAC 8011+ 
A benchmark for industrial 

liquid particle counting 

HIAC PODS+
Rugged portable instrument to 

analyze liquid contamination

Liquid Particle Counting

HIAC 9703+ Liquid Particle Counters

• Are highly configurable and easy to use

• Lead the field in Pharmaceutical USP <788> QC and 
research applications 

• Simplify data management and ensure security for 21 
CFR Part 11 environments via PharmSpec software

HIAC 8011+ Liquid Particle Counting System:

• Represents the benchmark in industrial liquid
particle counting

• Features 1-button sampling that yields results 
in < 60 seconds

• Includes a sample-management system 
that ensures consistent, accurate data and 
can test fluids from 1 cSt to 425 cSt without 
dilution  

On-Line Liquid Particle Counters

HIAC ROC Remote Particle Counters:

• Serve a wide range of oil analysis and mobile 
applications, multi-point system monitoring and 
point-of-use applications

• Are constructed for harsh environments

• Excel in high-pressure and high-temperature 
applications

• Require carefree maintenance 

Portable Liquid Particle Counters

HIAC PODS+ Liquid Particle Counter: 

• Saves operator time with custom sample recipes and 
< 60-second test runs

• Enables 1-button testing, no training required

• Features multi-liquid testing capability (fuels, 
petroleums, water and glycols)

• Detects moisture in petroleum-based fluids

TOC Analyzers

QbD1200 TOC Analyzer 

Designed to make testing easier, reproducible and 
accurate, the QbD1200 TOC analyzer delivers high 
performance at a low cost of ownership by using 
one reagent for the test and requiring only one 
annual service call. 

• Designed for use in 21 CFR Part 11 lab 
environments

• Eliminates dependency on lengthy overnight 
routines that can fail

• Calibrates in only 90 minutes

• Complies with requirements from all global pharmacopeias

• Provides paperless reporting to a central server

PAT700 TOC Analyzer

• Fully oxidizes each sample for the most accurate 
TOC result that follows EP2.2.44 guidelines

• Complies with requirements from all global 
pharmacopeias 

• Ensures production uptime with main and standby 
dual UV lamp design

• Can be installed on-line and run up to 4 grab 
samples offline

Visit beckman.com to find out more about our particle solutions.

HIAC ROC Remote On-line Counter
Simple, trouble-free and affordable
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HIAC ROC Online Remote Particle Counters:

• Serve a wide range of oil analysis (2-424 cSt) and mobile 
applications, multi-point system monitoring and point-
of-use applications

• Are constructed for harsh environments

• Excel in high-pressure (20-7250 psi) and high-
temperature applications (-10 to 60°C)

• Require carefree maintenance

HIAC ROC Remote  
On-line Counter

Simple, trouble-free and affordable

QbD1200
High performance, low 

cost of ownership

PAT700
An ideal choice for on-line 

TOC release

Delivering INNOVATIVE and trusted scientific solutions across the globe

HIAC 9703+ 
Easy. Accurate. Secure.

HIAC 8011+ 
A benchmark for industrial 

liquid particle counting 

HIAC PODS+
Rugged portable instrument to 

analyze liquid contamination

Liquid Particle Counting

HIAC 9703+ Liquid Particle Counters

• Are highly configurable and easy to use

• Lead the field in Pharmaceutical USP <788> QC and 
research applications 

• Simplify data management and ensure security for 21 
CFR Part 11 environments via PharmSpec software

HIAC 8011+ Liquid Particle Counting System:

• Represents the benchmark in industrial liquid
particle counting

• Features 1-button sampling that yields results 
in < 60 seconds

• Includes a sample-management system 
that ensures consistent, accurate data and 
can test fluids from 1 cSt to 425 cSt without 
dilution  

On-Line Liquid Particle Counters

HIAC ROC Remote Particle Counters:

• Serve a wide range of oil analysis and mobile 
applications, multi-point system monitoring and 
point-of-use applications

• Are constructed for harsh environments

• Excel in high-pressure and high-temperature 
applications

• Require carefree maintenance 

Portable Liquid Particle Counters

HIAC PODS+ Liquid Particle Counter: 

• Saves operator time with custom sample recipes and 
< 60-second test runs

• Enables 1-button testing, no training required

• Features multi-liquid testing capability (fuels, 
petroleums, water and glycols)

• Detects moisture in petroleum-based fluids

TOC Analyzers

QbD1200 TOC Analyzer 

Designed to make testing easier, reproducible and 
accurate, the QbD1200 TOC analyzer delivers high 
performance at a low cost of ownership by using 
one reagent for the test and requiring only one 
annual service call. 

• Designed for use in 21 CFR Part 11 lab 
environments

• Eliminates dependency on lengthy overnight 
routines that can fail

• Calibrates in only 90 minutes

• Complies with requirements from all global pharmacopeias

• Provides paperless reporting to a central server

PAT700 TOC Analyzer

• Fully oxidizes each sample for the most accurate 
TOC result that follows EP2.2.44 guidelines

• Complies with requirements from all global 
pharmacopeias 

• Ensures production uptime with main and standby 
dual UV lamp design

• Can be installed on-line and run up to 4 grab 
samples offline

Visit beckman.com to find out more about our particle solutions.

HIAC ROC Remote On-line Counter
Simple, trouble-free and affordable
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HIAC PODS+ Portable Liquid Particle Counter:

• Saves operator time with custom sample recipes and < 
60-second test runs

• Fully portable

• Enables 1-button testing, no training required

• Operates on manual, online and filter cart modes

• Features multi-liquid testing capability (fuels, 
petroleums, water and glycols)

• Able to measure viscosities of 1 to 150 cSt  (or 1 to 425 cSt 
with shop air pressure) Detects moisture in petroleum-
based fluids

• Includes an internal airtight pressurizing chamber that 
compresses bubbles

HIAC PODS+
Rugged portable instrument to
analyze liquid contamination


